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THE TRAIN EFFECT
While waiting for a train we are given a time of
stillness, even if we don’t want it. In the train
waiting room everything seems to slow down, making it
the perfect place to consider our relationship with
time.
The Great Western Railway (GWR) was the first railway
company to standardise time across its network, which
played a significant role in how we perceive time
today.
Since the 1830s hand-powered turntables have been used
to redirect trains. The ability to move a colossal steam
engine, on a circular platform by hand power, shows
that small actions can trigger an immense change. The
rotation of an engine’s direction also brings about a
change of perspective.
Perhaps the steam engines at Didcot Railway Centre are
now calling us to slow down and observe the natural
rhythms that they once helped replace through the
standardisation of time.
Clock Time is an extremely useful social tool that
helps us coordinate ourselves with others. But rather
than using it as a tool many of us have internalised
it. We eat and sleep according to the 24 hour clock
instead of listening to our own circadian rhythms. The
noise of an alarm, rather than the light of the sun or
the sound of birdsong, determines when we awake.
The anxious feeling of rushing to get to the train
station on time was new for the first train passengers,
but for many of us this feeling is very familiar. It
is as if we are constantly chasing the clock.

Natural cycles such as the phases of the moon and
seasons have taken a backstage, replaced by artificial
ones, such as the tax year and the electoral cycle.
Our attention spans seem to have become shorter,
influenced by factors such as digital distraction and
the expectation to be able to multi-task at all times.
Time is seen as a commodity we feel we cannot waste.
As a consequence we have developed myopia. We find it
challenging to think about long term time horizons and
perspectives in our ‘buy it now’ culture.
In 1843 German poet and early railway traveller
Heinrich Heine wrote ‘What changes must now occur in
our way of looking at things, in our notions!’. In
2022 these words remain extremely relevant.
Rail travel itself has gone full circle. Whereas
once the railways helped standardise time, speed
up efficiency and separate the passenger from their
immediate landscape, rail travel today allows us to
gaze out of the train window and take a pause from a
society obsessed with productivity. Taking a train has
also become one of the most environmentally friendly
ways to travel.
During the pandemic many of us have talked about
experiencing time differently. Our temporal experiences
have shifted due to the necessary restructuring of our
daily activities. Throughout this period there has
been a resurgence of interest in working with natural
materials, whether that be through the crafting of
objects, baking bread or tending allotments. These
all have their own inherent rhythms and processes that
allow us to reconnect to nature. These rhythms can
help us to readdress our relationship with time. This
is not only important for our societal well-being, but
allows us to take a step back, and view how our current
behaviour patterns impact the planet as a whole.

There is a general apathy towards the idea that our
singular and grassroots actions can contribute to
the care of the earth, but like the train turntable
that allows two people single handedly to redirect an
engine, we can each make a difference in a positive
direction, in terms of the well-being of the planet
and our society as a whole.

NOTES ON TIME - CONTEMPLATING TIME THROUGH
THE RAILWAY
TRAIN TRAVELLING AND NEW WAYS OF SEEING
‘There is a pulling at the eyeballs on looking out of
the window.’ (Malcolm Morris, ed., The Book of Health,
1884)
Early train travellers described the train as an enormous
projectile, flying through space. It revolutionised
the way in which people perceived the world, radically
altering their view of space, speed and time.
Passengers had to readdress the way that they looked
at the landscape through the train window. They could
no longer focus on details in the foreground as they
could by horse and cart. Through the train window
foregrounds disappeared and rail travellers had to
learn a new way of seeing by gazing into the middle
distance.

THE WORD TIME
Although time is the most used noun in the English
language, the Amondawa tribe of Brazil do not
have a word for it. For the Amondawa, time is
not measured and no one has an age. Not everyone
thinks in days, weeks and months or of time in a
linear fashion. Time is not a universal concept.

RAILWAY TIME
The railway helped instigate an entirely new timeconsciousness that altered the lives and habits of
people globally through the introduction of standard
time.
Before the arrival of the railways, towns ran on local
time, determined by the sun. Town clocks were set
based on the highest position of the sun (noon).
The GWR was the first railway company to standardise
time across its line to ‘London Time’. The locational
impact of the sun’s transit affected the stops on
their line the most because it ran from east to west.
The GWR’s London to Bridgwater timetable (1841) carried
an important note that highlights how local times
varied across Britain. The note stated:
LONDON TIME is kept at all the Stations on the Railway,
which is about 4 minutes earlier than READING time;
51/2 minutes before STEVENTON time; 71/2 minutes
before CIRENCESTER time; 8 minutes before CHIPPENHAM
time; 11 minutes before BATH and BRISTOL time; and 14
minutes before BRIDGWATER time.
To avoid confusion other railway companies standardised
time on their lines, giving rise to the term ‘Railway
Time’.

LINEAR TIME AND CYCLICAL TIME
British writer Jay Griffith argues that concepts of
time are gendered. For example there is wet, round
time (feminine) and dry, linear time (masculine).
The invention of the mechanical clock was a foundation
stone of the industrial revolution. Clockmakers were
employed by factory owners to create the inner workings
of machines that were capable of mass production.
This in turn allowed for the widespread ownership of
watches and the internalisation of the external order
of Western linear time.
In Eastern philosophy time is seen as alive rather
than something rigid that is imposed upon us. There
is an emphasis on cyclical time, something that women
are aware of due to their menstrual cycle. Perhaps the
increasing draw towards Eastern well-being practices
is because they remind us that we are part of the cosmos
rather than simply existing in it. The importance of
the whole in Eastern and indigenous cultures is a
stark contrast to the Western focus on individualism.

A WORLD CUT INTO SLICES BY A RAILWAY ENGINEER
The lunar cycle’s influence on the ocean’s tides
reminds us that time and the sea are linked. The
scientific development of precision timepieces was an
essential tool for ships’ navigators to control the
seas, enabling conquest and accurate mapmaking. It
was because of Britain’s maritime supremacy that it
was decided that Greenwich would be the zero meridian
and master clock that global time would centre around.
The world shrank as it was drawn together by the
railway, steamship and telegraph cable. The first
practical working telegraph system was pioneered by
the GWR, allowing for the synchronisation of time at
its stations in 1839.

A few decades later Sandford Fleming, a Scottish railway
engineer, envisaged a global ‘now’. Fleming’s dream
was for everyone to set their watch to universal time
or ‘cosmic time’ as he called it. He later proposed to
divide the world into twenty-four time zones, one for
every hour of the day. In each of these meridians that
ran from north to south like segments of an orange a
uniform time would operate.
Fleming was instrumental in forming the global method
of telling the time that we use today.

COAL AS A TIMEPIECE
The first railway consisted of coal cars that were pulled
by horses over iron tracks. The first public steam
powered railway was Britain’s Stockton and Darlington
Railway (1825). This carried both passengers and
goods and was located close to collieries in order to
transport coal.
Coal is a wonderful timepiece as it marks deep time
or geological time. It consists of plant matter that
has transformed into rock over millions of years. This
black rock is a humbling reminder that we are part
of something much bigger than ourselves and that we
have been here for less than a blink of an eye in the
timescale of the earth’s existence. Our daily worries
can pale into insignificance within the timescale of a
piece of coal.

THE POLITICS OF TIME AND TIME RESISTORS
Since its invention the hands of the mechanical clock
have been adjusted for both political and economic
purposes. In the second half of the nineteenth century

railway networks expanded across the British Empire. In
India the Madras observatory, managed by the East India
Company, ran a telegraph service that synchronised the
railway system to ‘Madras Time’.
When the railway was introduced to Bombay (today’s
Mumbai), the city ran on three time zones, including
the British established time zone, ‘Madras Time’ and
local ‘Bombay Time’. Train travellers just needed to
remember to leave half an hour early by Bombay Time
to catch a train by Railway Time (Madras Time). The
British tried to enforce Madras Time in the city
on numerous occasions during the 1880s, leading to
ongoing disputes. In 1905 another attempt was made to
standardise time in Bombay. The city famously resisted
this colonial assault on its metropolitan identity,
in a battle of the clocks leading to civil unrest.
Thousands of mill workers went on strike and threw
stones at the clock tower of the largest textile
mill, refusing to work to standard time. The mill
authorities gave in and allowed their employees to
start work later. Bombay Time was still in use until
1955.

LIFE SPANS
The GWR gave a mantlepiece clock as a retirement gift
with a suitably engraved plaque. A strange present
that kept track of one’s declining years. When the GWR
ran its first trains in 1838 a newborn had the average
life expectancy of 41. This has now doubled.
‘The great irony of our time’ writes the American
anthropologist Mary Catherine Bateson in 2011, ‘is
that even as we are living longer, we are thinking
shorter.’

TRAIN WRECKS AND DEATH
There have been many time resistors throughout history
that have fought against the power of the clock.
Another form of time resistance is towards ageing and
death.
Like other railway companies, the GWR experienced
accidents throughout its history. Train disasters held
both fear and fascination for the public. From 1896
to 1930 staged train crashes were a popular form of
entertainment in the United States. The first of these
spectacles in which two engines crashed into each
other at high speed attracted 40,000 people, sending
debris flying that killed two people.
In our anti-ageing society, death is kept at a distance,
exacerbated by the media’s veneration of youth. Our
avoidance of thinking about the reality of our death
makes it difficult for us to think about the impact of
our actions past our own lifetime.

TIME REBELS
In many cultures decision-making is shaped by their
ancestors. The dead are seen as respected elders that
influence the decisions of the living and are remembered
with respect. In turn, the living aspire to become
good ancestors for the next generation. Death is not
seen as the end.
Australian philosopher Roman Krznaric coined the term
‘Time Rebels’ for individuals and movements that
factor future generations into their decision-making.
He argues that we treat the future as a far away
colonial outpost, where we can freely dump our waste
as if nobody lives there. Krznaric urges us to become
better ancestors to future generations.
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Krznaric cites Kenyan medical professor and Nobel
Peace Prize winner, Wangari Maathai, as a good
ancestor. In 1977 she started a grassroots movement
to empower women by teaching them forestry skills to
combat deforestation and soil erosion. The Greenbelt
Movement contributed to the growing of over thirtymillion trees in Kenya and its neighbouring countries.
Maathai died in 2011, leaving a legacy for future
generations. Her message was clear: ‘It is the people
who must save the environment. It is the people who
must make their leaders change’.

THE HOLIDAY LINE AND FREE TIME
The GWR promoted itself as ‘The Holiday Line’, taking
people to resorts in places that were difficult to reach
before the railway. Paid holidays for the working
classes came into effect in 1938 when the Holidays
with Pay Act was introduced. This allowed for one
week’s holiday pay per year. Prior to this companies
were not obliged to give their workers paid ‘free
time’. Leisure time peaked in the 1980s after which
it declined.
At the onset of the pandemic, office workers started
working at home and were able to relinquish commuting
time, although the boundaries between free time and
work time began to blur. The past few years have
highlighted a discrepancy between those who can afford
to work from home and those who can’t.
Groceries labelled with artificial time in the form of
sell by dates, have been delivered to the doorstep by
those on zero hour contracts with no rights to paid
leisure time.

The pandemic has brought societal time disparities to
the fore. For example those with chronic illnesses may
take significantly longer to complete everyday tasks
than others. Although the pandemic has derailed us
in many ways, it has highlighted the fact that we
experience time differently.
In the words of photographer Edi Whitehead ‘If we
saw time for what it actually is: a constellation
of understandings of the human experience - with no
two the same - the space we would have for empathy,
compassion and understanding would be boundless’.
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